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Shaktimaan

For the 1993 film, see Shaktiman (1993 film). For the
2005 film, see Shaktimaan (2005 film).

Shaktimaan (Hindi: शिक्तमान) is a fictional Indian
superhero from the television series of the same name
produced by Mukesh Khanna and directed by Dinkar
Jani. The superhero was created by Kiran Kumar who
currently studies in Gitam University in Visakhapatnam.
Around 400 episodes of the series originally aired on
Doordarshan, India’s national television network, from
27 September 1997 (barring the introductory episode on
27 September 1997) to 27 March 2005, on Sundays at
12 noon IST. The telecast slot, however was shifted to
9:30 a.m. for the last episodes. It has also aired on
Pogo[1] in English, Tarang in Oriya and Chutti TV in
Tamil, and repeated its Hindi telecast on STAR Utsav.
Mukesh Khanna plays the roles of Shaktimaan, the main
protagonist and his alter ego Pandit Gangadhar Vidyad-
har Mayadhar Omkarnath Shastri, a photographer for the
newspaper Aaj Ki Aawaz. Shaktimaan is depicted as a
human who has attained superhuman strength and power
through deep meditation and attaining control over five
elements of life. Kitu Gidwani, and later Vaishnavi Ma-
hant plays the role of Geeta Vishwas, a reporter in the
series who loves Shaktimaan. Surendra Pal plays the role
of Tamraj Kilvish, the main antagonist in the series.

1 Plot

Since the dawn of mankind, humanity was at peace until
the arrival of Kali Yuga. Since then, greed and hatred has
taken over humanity and has been deteriorating it for past
6000 years. To end this, a mystical sect of saints known as
“Suryanshis” chose a man to rise up against all odds and
defeat the evil prevailing within society. He was taught
the way to energize the 7 chakras of body through Kun-
dalini Yoga that helped him get mystical and supernatural
powers. During his training, he also conducted the ritual
of death in order to get total control over his powers by en-
tering the holy fire and immersing his physical body in it.
When the five natural elements of life, fire, earth, water,
wind and sky invigorated his body, he gains superpowers
and becomes a Superhuman. At last, he takes a pledge to
finish corruption and injustice in society and fight the evil
prevailing in the world. Due to his heroic initial works,
he is named Shaktimaan by a reporter, Geeta Vishwas.
Later, it is revealed that Shaktimaan was the rebirth of
Shri Satya who had formed the Suryanshi Sect after the

war of the Mahabharata 7,500 years ago.
His alter-ego is a funny geek named Pandit Gangadhar
Vidyadhar Mayadhar Omkarnath Shastri, who works as
a photographer in a daily newspaper office to maintain his
secret identity as Shaktimaan.
Shaktimaan’s arch-nemesis is Tamraj Kilvish, who is the
living embodiment of the evil and dark forces of the
world.
Shaktimaan is another common human being, and not
any incarnation, but has got his internal spiritual pow-
ers ignited with the continuous and typical practice of
Hindu philosophical and cultural values system and ac-
tivities like Yog Sadhna and Meditation. Also he follows
the morals and ethical values of truth, non-violence, and
values stated in books like the Bhagavad Gita. Shakti-
maan is rebirth of Shri Satya, first guru of Suryanshis
after the death of Guru Sarvagya and division of Shak-
tipunja into two pieces namely Shakti Punja (remained
with Truth/Light) and Pap Punja (taken away by And-
hera/Darkness).

2 Shaktimaan Character

2.1 Origin of Shaktimaan

Shaktimaan received powers from seven gurus who
trained and blessed him with “yogic shakti which was
natural power.” He was the chosen warrior against evil
by siddha gurus of a cult named Suryavanshi. They are
followers of the star Sun. As part of training he trained
with Kundalini Yoga to waken the 7 chakras of body and
gain 'super natural' powers from them. To gain complete
control over his powers he performed the ritual of death.
However, this did not cause death but made him more
alive than when he was a normal man. He also performed
Yajna in which he entered the fire himself and dissolved
his body in fire. Then, the five elements of life, i.e. fire,
wind, water, earth, sky revived his body giving him spe-
cial powers from them. Thus after leaving his mortal
body he was given a super human form to fight against
the evil in the world as Shaktimaan.[2]

After Shaktimaan was created he set out to destroy his
archenemy Kilvish. But, as the Mahaguru (Tom Alter)
explained, Kilvish can only be defeated after evil is de-
stroyed. Shaktimaan’s mission is to destroy the sin within
people, not the sinned people. Shaktimaan’s adventures
show him pursuing justice and saving his friends while
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Kilvish and his minions plot to defeat him.

2.2 Powers of Shaktimaan

Shaktimaan has superhuman powers which lie inside his
body in his seven chakras of Kundalini attained through
meditation. Shaktimaan worships God through the sym-
bol Om. Truthfulness is his motto. He can even sepa-
rate his body into five different bodies of fire, wind, wa-
ter, earth and sky.[3] He is an expert, skilled and intel-
ligent fighter and has fought with super-skilled enemies.
He possesses physical powers like unlimited speed (up to
the speed of light), strength, durability as well as psychic
powers like telepathy, teleportation, telekinesis etc. Al-
though he possesses godlike powers, his only weakness is
a crystal (Papmani) possessed by Tamraj Kilvish which
can be used to defeat and even kill him. This makes him
powerless because it is filled with the evil of the world
and is the source of the black powers. But he regains his
strength after the crystal is taken away from him. He can
be killed if the crystal is placed in front of him and he is
treated violently to the verge of death.
Shaktimaan’s powers are virtually limitless. He can do
practically anything he imagines. The only limit to his
powers is his own belief in himself and his knowledge of
how to manifest his powers. His powers come from his
chakras. (Note: Although we’ll call them chakras in the
bible, in the series dialogue they will also be called energy
centers.)
The seven chakras in his body which give him power’s
are:

• Energy Chakra (1): This chakra gives Shaktimaan
super strength enabling him to fly, shoot fire from his
hands, emit rays from his fingertips, blow a stream of
freezing air, or send out protective force fields which
nothing can penetrate (provided he can maintain his
willpower and not give in). Shaktimaan’s strength
allows him to physically penetrate anything and lift
any object.

• Creative Chakra (2): This chakra gives Shaktimaan
the power to manifest things out of thin air, but they
can be unstable and comically fall apart or cause
other problems if Shaktimaan is distracted and loses
concentration.

• Astral Chakra (3): This chakra gives Shaktimaan
the power to control his astral body (a semi-
transparent, ethereal duplicate of himself) which
can fly, walk through walls, spy on others, see inside
objects, etc.

• Heart Chakra (4): This chakra gives Shaktimaan the
power to control the will of others, but only for good.
He can will people to do the right thing, see the er-
ror in their ways, or simply make someone buy him

lunch. This power is most useful when Shaktimaan
needs to stop someone who is under the control of
Kilvish from doing evil.

• Vibration Chakra (5): This chakra gives Shakti-
maan the power to control all types of vibrations,
including sound waves, light waves, healing warmth,
etc. He can also use it to hear ultrasonic sounds, and
can speed up the vibrations of his own atoms allow-
ing him to transport himself in space or time. This
can be very useful for getting out of dangerous sit-
uations, or going back to yesterday to watch a TV
show he forgot to watch.

• Psychic Chakra (6): This chakra gives Shaktimaan
the power of the “third eye” which enables him to
read minds and see anywhere in the world at any
distance. He can sense impending danger and see
things at any corner of the world.

2.3 Personal life

To avoid being an easy prey of Tamraj Kilvish, Shakti-
maan adopted a different identity as Pandit Gangadhar
Vidyadhar Mayadhar Omkarnath Shastri in the society.
The character Gangadhar is completely opposite to that
of Shaktimaan in all aspects e.g. appearance, intelligence
while he speaks pure Hindi. Staying in the society as
a common person helped him to get knowledge about
crime. He got a job of a photographer for the newspaper
Aaj Ki Awaaz after being interviewed by Geeta Vishwas.
After a few weeks, he became a co-reporter working with
Geeta. Through a series of incidents and the fact that he
could never capture a photo of Shaktimaan, Geeta came
to know about the dual identity of Shaktimaan, which was
previously known only to Suryanshis. AfterAaj Ki Awaaz
was shut down, Gangadhar became a Hindi professor at
a junior college. Later, he left the college to work for a
news channel KR TV with Geeta. Later story is edited by
pogo channel

3 Characters

3.1 Main characters

3.1.1 Geeta Vishwas

Geeta Vishwas ([[Vaishnavi Mahant, previously Kitu
Gidwani]]), the female lead in the serial, used to work
as a brave news reporter in Aaj Ki Awaaz. She was the
first to report about Shaktimaan in newspaper and named
the superhero as Shaktimaan. Incidentally, she was the
only reporter to get interviews of Shaktimaan as Gangad-
har used to accompany her as photographer in missions.
She died in a crash planned by Dr. Jaikal.[4] As Shakti-
maan loved her, he brought her back to life again using
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his power which resulted in losing his powers temporarily
due to his against the nature actions. Geeta came to know
about this after Shaktimaan regained power with the vow
that he will never repeat the same mistake again. To en-
sure this, she planned to leave the country. In the lead
up to that situation, she got to know about Shaktimaan’s
dual character for the third time. But unlike first two oc-
casions, Shaktimaan didn't erase it from Geeta’s memory
this time as she promised to keep it secret forever.[5]

One year later‡, after Aaj Ki Awaaz was shut down,
its staff members persuaded Geeta in returning to India
to join them to release Shaktimaan comics. Later she
teamed up with Gangadhar again and joined KR TV [6] as
a television reporter while working for the comics simul-
taneously.
‡ –When the journalist character Geeta Vishwas was writ-
ten out of the series, fan protests prompted the producers
to bring her back.[7]

3.2 Enemies

3.2.1 Main enemies

Tamraj Kilvish

Tamraj Kilvish is Shaktimaan’s archenemy. Tamraj
means King of Darkness (tama = darkness, raj = king).
He has lived 6000 years, and is the source of evil in the
world. He intends to rule the world by spreading dark-
ness, hatred, sin and evil. It is said that the source of his
strength is one-half of the “Shakti Punj” (the half which
is referred to as “Paap Punj”) which he managed to re-
tain after he originally obtained the entire Shakti Punj by
deceit from Shri Satya (Satya means truth), the founder
of the Suryavanshi. However, it is also mentioned that
the source of his strength is the evil that is committed by
people in this world.[8]

It was later revealed that only Shri Satya can kill Sam-
rath Kilvish. After a death defying adventure, Shakti-
maan was told that he is the rebirth of Shri Satya. Shri
Satya had given the exact time of the child’s birth and
the place before he died about 6000 years ago. Tamraj
also knows this and this is the main reason he is fright-
ened by the appearance of Shaktimaan as he knows that
only Shaktimaan can kill Samrath. He murdered Shakti-
maan’s parents and his adoptive father, Pandit Vidyad-
har Shastri.[9] He and his minions plot to kill him but
always fail. His minions include Electric-man (who can
shoot lightning blots from his body), Stone-man (who can
shoot stones from his body), Plastica (who can stretch any
part of her body), Dr. Jackal (an evil scientist) and oth-
ers. Dr. Jackal has helped Kilvish in his various schemes
by cloning Shaktimaan and also by turning aliens against
him.[10]

In the television series, Kilvish is often treated as the per-
sonification of darkness itself even though he was once a

human being who later becomes very powerful and com-
mits many evil deeds. In an attempt to become immortal,
he left his mortal body and took an ethereal body which
can't be killed but Shaktimaan is told that he has to kill
all the evil in the world to destroy Tamraj’s ethereal body.
Kilvish’s trademark quote is “Andhera Kaayam Rahe”
(May Darkness Prevail), which is also used by his fol-
lowers.
Kilvish’s character evolves as the series progresses. In
the beginning episodes of Shaktimaan, his face is never
shown and his voice is different from the voice that he
uses in the later episodes of Shaktimaan, in which his
role is played by Surendra Pal. Later his face deforms
to become a distorted wolf like face.[11]

Dr. Jaikal

Dr. Jaikal is an evil scientist who works for Kilvish.
His earlier intention was not that of becoming evil, but
when he was denied scholarship for research, Kilvish pro-
vided him with funds and labs, thus making him a sup-
porter of Kilvish& an evil scientist.[12] Though he is over-
all a brilliant scientist, his specialisation is cloning and
various energy rays. His creations against Shaktimaan
include Kekda Man (a clone formed by fusing cells of
Crab & human), followed by Jonk Jonkaa (a clone us-
ing leech), an evil clone of Shaktimaan, Plastica, Light-
man, 3D image, Super-heroine Sunanda and others. He
also invented a height control solution and fictional EC-
rays.[13][14][15][16][17][18] [19]

Sahab

Sahab is an organised criminal and drug lord. Like Shak-
timaan he also possesses double identity, the other being
that of a law abiding industrialist and Mayor, known as
Kumar Ranjan. Except for Tamraj Kilvish (and later Dr.
Jackal), no one knows that Sahab and Kumar Ranjan are
the same person, thus making this his biggest strength.
Through his criminal mind, Sahab keeps plotting ways to
create trouble for Shaktimaan or to defame him and to
find out about the real identity of Shaktimaan.[20]

3.2.2 Other enemies

Shalaka

Shalaka is a cat girl who has pledged to eliminate Shak-
timaan. She first appears in episode 125 of the series in
which she tries to harm Geeta. She is an accomplice of
Tamraj Kilvish. She has a sister named Shalya. When
she sees the cat Mani caressing Shaktimaan, she hurls it
to death. She later realises that the cat was her sister,
Shalya.[21]

Kapala
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He has metal plate attached to his chest and can send rays
of darkness with electric current through it. He often
passes jokes while fighting arjun Shaktimaan. He has a
trident and is portrayed like a tantrik. Shaktimaan turned
him into pieces of stones in an episode. Later in the late
episodes of Shaktimaan, he is shown resurrected back to
life. He is played by Faqira.[22][23]

Teemiraa

She was another devil magician sent by Tamraaj to kill
Shaktimaan in childhood but she failed. Tamraaj tor-
tured her in fire for several years for this. Later he again
give her a chance to kill Shaktimaan with a warning but
Teemiraa was planning to kill both Shaktimaan and Tam-
raaj Kilvish. Whenever she drinks blood of any human
body she becomes young. At last Kilvish kills her for her
misbehaves.[24]

Matandeeka

She was a devil creature works for Kilvish, she hitches
somebody on road and kills him brutally by taking his
spirit. She wants to become powerful, so she goes in front
of Kilvish for her request. Kilvish tells her to Kill Shakti-
maan and she will become what she want. Her looks was
mostly similar to Teemiraa, she wears red dress and also
the background score of Teemiraa was played on her.[25]

Kakodar

A dangerous devil who was turned into a statue thousands
of years ago and was cursed that only if a good person
will remove a thread from his neck he will come to life
again. Thousands of years later, Mayor JJ (Jai Kumar
Janardhan) broke the thread by mistake and freed him.
After freeing him, the mayor JJ died and Kakodar went
in his body and decided to spread andhera (darkness). He
tries a lot to kill Shaktimaan but always failed, he has ex-
tremely dangerous poison in him and can kill anyone from
it but it doesn't affect Shaktimaan. Later Shaktimaan and
Kakodar are involved in a huge fight and Shaktimaan de-
stroys him and turns him into a statue again.

Toyman

Toyman’s character was played by Brij Mohan Pandey.
He is mentally a psycho lover who kills his love in-
terest Shailaa,after she lodged complaint against him
to the police.To make more profit, he made toys us-
ing low-priced colours which are harmful to children,
causing death to many children and he was jailed after
Shailaa reported it.He killed Shailaa on returning from
Jail. Later he created dangerous toys as weapons to de-
stroy Shaktimaan.[26]

Kalushaah

She is a devil woman, running her black world as an agent
of Tamraj Kilvish. She is so cruel that she kills her own
servants who can't do her given work. She made the jun-
gle of Karadunga, her penthouse, a mysterious place so
that no one can come there. Once, she attacked Shakti-
maan’s father Ranjeet Singh when he tried to investigate
the secrets of Karadunga. Later, Shaktimaan ruins her
world, leaving her no way but to flee.[27]

Maharaani Mayadri

Her role was played by actress Sunila Karambekar as a
villain. She enters when Shaktimaan, Dwijj, Geeta time-
travel upon centuries to collect chakra, but they were un-
able as Queen Mayadri makes them her hostages. She
thought the Shaktimaan as Satya, theMahaguru, who was
once a king but later became a priest as he loves the envi-
ronment of forest. His fighting skills make maharani fell
in love with him and she proposes Satya, but he rejects
her. It makes her angry and so psycho that she creates
her own world where she rules like queen. She also has
many magical powers that nobody can destroy her. Later
after telling the story to Shaktimaan, she also told him
that she is immortal and nobody can kill her. Shaktimaan
wants the time machine remote from Maharaniji which
she stole from him while kidnapping Geeta and Dwijj to
unknown place. Shaktimaan requests Maharaniji to re-
turn the remote and free both hostages. For her love she
shows both Geeta and Dwijj. Later Maharaniji attacked
Geeta by her magical dangerous rays so cruelly that she
can be dead. What happened then is shown in the remain-
ing episode.[28]

Kashtak

During archaeology, a tomb is found buried. Kashtak
comes out of it and want to rule the whole world. Later
Shaktimaan defeats him.[29]

Khali-Bali

Two evil small green and red devil creatures. They keep
on quarreling with each other for no reason like kid. They
eat humans and are nothing when they are separated, but
when they both combine they become a huge creature and
can easily defeat anyone and become really powerful.

Nataasha

She (Sunila) was also a demonic evil woman sent by Kil-
vish with her mates Kakodar (J.J) and Mathur (Deepak
Bhatia). She can transform her body or face like a Shape
shifter. She kills a C.B.I. officer and takes her face to in-
terrogate Gangadhar and Geeta. Later her powers were
ended due to Shaktimaan defeating Kakodar. To regain
power, she kidnaps the son of a scientist with her mates to
get the formula of invisible manwhich may help defeating
Shaktimaan.[30]
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Behroopia

She can change her face and body through her body like
Chameleon (Spiderman’s villain). Once, she changes her
face to Shaktimaan’s and creates a fake fight to destroy the
status of Shaktimaan. Later she again changes her face to
Geeta Vishwaas and give a wrong interview on television
about Shaktimaan. But Shaktimaan shows her real face to
everyone later. Jaikaal punishes her angrily for her failure
and gives her death.[31]

Sunanda

She was a mutant like Akansha. She can touch any elec-
trical wave and make her powers. Her neighbours want
to kill her as they think that she is a witch. She was
saved by Suryanshi samuday, who want to help her. But
she was kidnapped by Dr. Jaikaal. He offers her to
make more powerful than Shaktimaan to revenge the so-
ciety. He converts her to a superwoman and uses her
to destroy Shaktimaan’s status with another devil woman
Behroopia. Later Sunanda changes heart and surrenders
after seeing the reality of Kilvish and Jaikaal.[32]

Kitanuman

Kitanuman is an extremely dangerous green-coloured
creature completely made from germs and is also one of
the servants of tamraj kilvish. Thousands of years ago,
Shri Satya turned him into a statue and later he gets freed
from the statue and spreads germs so badly and turn each
and every children of the world into old men. Kitanu-
man was one of the most dangerous and difficult devil to
defeat for shaktimaan and had a really tough time with
him. However later Shaktimaan kill him using his own
germs. Later when Shaktimaan defeats and burns him
in space, unknown to shaktimaan his germs do not com-
pletely finish and are left in space. A space guard Sheena,
while coming towards the earth sees and take the germs
and store them in a protective jar and later along with an-
other space guard Mr. Subkar they try to kill germs, but
Dr. Jaikal comes and injure them and takes the germs.
He again brings kitanuman back to life, but later shak-
timaan freeze Dr. Jaikal, Nadia (his assistant), kitanu-
man, along with 3 dangerous criminals of space and sen-
tence them in the Inter Galactic Prison (A prison made in
galaxy near the sun made by the space guards Mr. Subkar
and Sheena).

Wolfa

An extremely dangerous devil clone created byDr. Jaikal.
She was made by cloning a women, Snake and wolf. She
first attract people toward her and once a person touches
her the person brutally dies. She is only lady with 3 Spe-
cialties of wolf, Snake and women. No one can touch her
as the person dies on the spot when the person touches
her. Later Shaktimaan kills her.

Pretolla

Like Tamraj Kilvish he has also lived more 6000 years
and is a ghost-like creature he is extremely dangerous
and when he gets hungry he eats away the body of the
whole world and make them ghosts, he gets hungry very
often once in 1000 years. 6000 years ago when he was
in space Shri Satya created a protective coating around
the earth, because of which he couldn't enter the earth
for 6000 years. The protective coating could be broken
by Shri Satya only or his rebirth Shaktimaan which was
impossible, but Tamraj Kilvish controlled shaktimaan’s
brain with the power of smashed divya mani and shakti-
maan broke the coating and allowed Pretolla to enter the
earth as soon as he entered he turned half of the people of
earth in ghosts as Tamraj Kilvish had only the half part of
Shaktipunja (Pap Punja). Tamraj Kilvish sends his men
to find the remaining part of Shaktipunja whereas shakti-
maan travels time in different time zone along with geeta
and Dwijj to collect 8 chakras and save the world. Later,
Shaktimaan is successful in collecting 8 chakras of life
from different time zones and save the world and pretolla
is send out of earth and the protective coating is again
made.

Dakoda

He is another devil sent by Tamraj Kilvish to kill Shakti-
maan. He is completely made from fire and Tamraj Kil-
vish awoke him from thousands years of his sleeping to
kill Shaktimaan. He first spread destruction in the city by
showing himself as Ranjeet Singh, Shaktimaan’s father,
but dies due to the attack of nitrogen gas which him, but
he again re-emerges. Shaktimaan later kill him with ni-
trogen gas.

Lightman

He was created by Dr. Jaikal when he was rescued from
jail by Sahab, one of the main enemies of shaktimaan.
He released him from prison to help him to kill Shakti-
maan, he created Lightman by cloning one hair of Shakti-
maan and sunlight. Later Shaktimaan took all light from
Lightman and took it inside his body which made him ex-
tremely weak but he managed to fly to sun and transferred
the light in the sun.

Kekda Man

He is one of the two most dangerous creations of Dr.
Jaikal (along with Jonk Jonkaa); he was a clone created
by Dr. Jaikal by fusing cells of crab and human, he was
made by cloning a kidnapped Suryanshi, with Suryanshi’s
power. He has extremely dangerous poison which even
gave shaktimaan a lot of pain. He was later killed by Dr.
Jaikal as he was betrayed by shaktimaan.

Jonk Jonkaa
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He is one of the twomost dangerous creation ofDr. Jaikal
(along with Kekda Man); he was a clone created by Dr.
Jaikal by fusing cells of leech. Shaktimaan killed him but
he kidnapped Shaktimaan and sent him to Dr. Jaikal and
Shaktimaan’s evil clone was made.

Plastica

The most dangerous creation of Dr. Jaikal, she is made
of plastic and releases extremely dangerous poisonous gas
which kills people in seconds. She can stretch any part of
her body and there is no way to kill her.

Electric-man

He was the first super villain faced by Shaktimaan. Dr.
Chandola, an evil mental scientist, created him. He killed
his son and after with electricity he tried to bring back
his life, but when he comes to life he kills Dr. Chan-
dola and spreads destruction in the city. Later Shakti-
maan defeats and kills him, him he is cyborg and can
shoot lightning blots from his body he first attacked Geeta
and shaktimaan saved geeta by killing Electric-man. That
was the time when Geeta first time talked to Shaktimaan
and asked about him.

Froga

He is half-human half frog, he is really powerful and has
a really long and sticky tongue which is really danger-
ous. His tongue is his main power source which he uses
to catch its prey. He (along with Visdhar, Behroopia and
Chinksu) spread a lot of destruction in the city but was
defeated by Shaktiman and three other powerful Suryan-
shis.

Stone-man

Hewas created byKapala who is also an enemy of Shakti-
maan and a servant of Tamraj Kilvish, he can shoot stones
from his body.

Chinksu

He is really powerful in hand-to-hand combat and is an
expert in martial arts. He can break trees into two pieces
with his one punch. He (along with froga, Behroopia and
Visdhar) spread a lot of destruction in the city but was
defeated by Shaktiman and three other powerful Suryan-
shis.

Visdhar

He is half-snake half-human and releases extremely dan-
gerous poison from his mouth. His poison weakens Shak-
timaan. He (along with Froga, Behroopia and Chinksu)
spread a lot of destruction in the city but was defeated by
Shaktiman and three other powerful Suryanshis.

3.3 Other characters
Mr. Subkar

A space guard, who is extremely powerful but not evil.
He is at the side of truth and he is so powerful that bul-
lets, electricity etc. do not harm him, his mind works
faster than computer and can also fly. He (along with
Sheena another powerful space guard) were in the pro-
cess of killing the germs of Kitanuman, when Dr. Jaikal
attacked them and they had to flee. Even Suriyanshis do
not know about. He (along with Sheena) is the owner
of Inter Gallactic Prison. Later in a spaceship they fol-
low Jaikal but Jaikal blasts their spaceship and Mr. Sub-
kar and Sheena and badly injured and turn. So Shakti-
maan finds a special flower to save them and in the pro-
cess he catches Dr. Jaikal and then freezes him along with
the others in the Inter Galactic Prison (A prison made in
galaxy near the sun made by the space guards Mr. Sub-
kar and Sheena). WhenMr. Subkar and Sheena are saved
they are about to leave, themayor of the city, Kumar Ran-
jan comes and name them foreign spies living visas and
do not allow them to go. Later to defame Shaktimaan he
spreads a virus in the city and says it is done by the space
guards. Also he kidnaps Mr. Subkar and Sheena and tells
its done by Shaktimaan and an arrest comes out for Shak-
timaan, but Mr. Subkar and Sheena brings the truth by
showing the real face of Kumar Ranjan.

Sheena

Another powerful space guard. She first came to the earth
in her space, when Shaktimaan tried to stop her he was at-
tacked by powerful rays from her space. LikeMr. Subkar
electricity and bullets do not harm her, her mind is faster
than computer and she can also fly. She (along with Mr.
Subkar) is the owner of Inter Gallactic Prison. Sheena
and Mr. Subkar were the first people who saw Shaheb’s
real face and made him arrested by the police. Later in a
spaceship they follow Jaikal but Jaikal blasts their space-
ship and Mr. Subkar and Sheena are badly injured and
turn. So Shaktimaan finds a special flower to save them
and in the process he catches Dr. Jaikal and then freezes
him along with the others in the Inter Galactic Prison (A
prison made in galaxy near the sun made by the space
guards Mr. Subkar and Sheena). When Mr. Subkar and
Sheena are saved they are about to leaveMayor of the city
Kumar Ranjan comes and name them foreign spy living
visas and do not allow them to go. Later to defame Shak-
timaan he spreads a virus in the city and says it is done by
the space guards. Also kidnaps Mr. Subkar and Sheena
and tells its done by Shaktimaan and an arrest comes out
for Shaktimaan, but Mr. Subkar and Sheena brings the
truth by showing the real face of Kumar Ranjan.

Dr. Shishir

He is a really powerful Suryanshi or even one of the most
powerful Suryanshis, he possesses telekinetic power and

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Super_villain
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can bring anyone to himself and even no one can move
if he catches them. He lives with Sanjeev Mahashay at
the secret places of Suryanshis in the city and even runs
a hospital. He has also helped Shaktimaan many times in
defeating Tamraj Kilvish’s armies.

Vivek/Andhi and Abhimanyu

He is a really powerful Suryanshi he has the power of
wind and it comes out from his eyes. He lives with San-
jeev Mahashay at the secret places of Suryanshis in the
city and even runs a hospital. One blow from his mouth
throws the person wherever he wants. He is later killed
by Tamraj Kilvish but his brother Abhimanuv has same
powers. He joins them and fills his place and also helped
Shaktimaan many times in defeating Tamraj Kilvish’s
armies.

Abhinav/Vidyut

He is a really powerful Suryanshi he has the power of fire
and fire rays comes out from his eyes. He lives with San-
jeev Mahashay at the secret places of Suryanshis in the
city and even runs a hospital. He has also helped shakti-
maan many times in defeating Tamraj Kilvish’s armies.

Sanjeev Mahashay

The Chief head of all the Suryanshis places in the city.
He first met Shaktimaan as Gangadhar when he lost his
memory. He is a genius and is very powerful, with the
help of his brain power he can break any thing and even
kill any one. He has the power of Earth and his voice
reaches till the end of the earth wherever he wan he is the
head of a hospital.

Jwaala and Euroo

They are aliens from Sudoko planet. They landed on earth
to save their lives from the three evil aliens who wants to
destroy everything. Later Dr. Jaikal kidnaps them, to use
their powers for darkness (andhera).

Kamini

Nupur Alankaar plays the small role of Kaamini as a filmy
gossip writer in Shaktimaan. She is attracted towards
Gangadhar, talking very lovely to himwhichmakes Geeta
jealous

Shailaa

Toyman is like a friend for Shailaa. But Toyman loves
her. After using poisonous colours in toys many children
die. As a result Toyman is sent to jail. Shailaa begins
hating him and never wants to see his ugly face again. She
is later married to a new man. When Toyman discovers
this, he finds her and kills her along with her whole family.

4 Main cast
• Mukesh Khanna as Shaktimaan/Pandit Gangad-
har Vidyadhar Mayadhar Omkaar Naath Shas-
tri/Major Ranjeet Singh/Sree Satya/evil clone shak-
timaan(Male lead)

• Vaishnavi Mahant‡ as Geeta Vishwas, Female lead

‡ –Kitu Gidwani was the original actress to play Geeta and
was later replaced by Vaishnavi Mahant due to unknown
reasons.

• Surendra Pal as Tamraj Kilvish

• Tom Alter as Mahaguru

• Kishore Bhanushali as Naurangee the thief

• Rajendra Gupta as Geeta’s Father

• Lalit Parimoo as Dr. Jaikal

• Raman Khatri as Sahab/Kumar Ranjan

• Nawab Shah as Mayor JJ (Jai Kumar Janard-
han)/Kakodar

• Ashwini Kalsekar as Shalaka Black Cat

• Deepshikha as Paroma/Sheraali (dual roles)

• Sunila Karambelkar as Queen Mayaadri/also
Natasha in starting episodes

• Brij Mohan Pandey as Bankelal/Toyman

• Nupur Alankaar as Kaamini (Film gossip writer at
Aaj Ki Awaaz)

• Shikha Swaroop as villain alien (special appearance)

• Goga Kapoor as Bilas Rao

• Mohini Ghosh as Matandeeka Witch

• Deep Raj Rana as Inspector Jai Singh, a Corrupt Po-
lice officer.

• Sharad Smart as Satyaprakash Nirala, the 1st editor
of Aaj Ki Awaaz

• Raju Shrivastav as Durandhar Singh, the 2nd edi-
tor of Aaj Ki Awaaz and a media person who hates
Shaktimaan

• Urvashi Dholakia as Maansi Sharma

• Kavita Kaushik as Teemira/Behroopia

• Manjeet Kullar as Kaushalya (Ranjeet Singh’s wife)

• Neelam Mehra as Maansi mother

• Sneha Rao

• Tarika Khanna
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5 Fame

Shaktimaan is the defender of the truth and justice as well
as a role model for his television audience, even going
so far as to lecture viewers on hygiene, patriotism and
education.
When Shaktimaan first aired on Doordarshan, there were
a lot of controversy created as children set themselves
on fire or jumped off buildings hoping that Shaktimaan
would save them.[33] In an effort to promote responsi-
ble behaviour among children, Mukesh Khanna spent a
substantial part of the airtime in explaining to the chil-
dren that the stunts shown on television were not real and
should not be emulated.[34] Khanna also stated that most
of the controversies were fake and were raised in media
to undermine its popularity.[35]

Shaktimaan was one of the most popular and longest-
running television series for Indian children on the Do-
ordarshan channel.[36] In an interview with Nupur Rekhi
of indiantelevision.com, Khanna told that, he has even re-
ceived letters from the external affairs minister and then
Prime Minister of India Atal Bihari Vajpayee saying that
he has done a very good thing in choosing the role of
Shaktimaan and keeping up to it. He has been featured
in The Wall Street Journal on the front page reflecting on
Shaktimaan’s (and hence Khanna’s) positive influence on
children.
Later a series of comic books appeared featuring Shak-
timaan and published in many Indian languages as well
as English in association with Diamond Comics and Raj
Comics. Shaktimaan merchandise like costumes, stick-
ers, dolls, etc. were also introduced in market.
In the wake of the 2001 Gujarat Earthquake, Mukesh
Khanna toured the affected areas in character as Shak-
timaan topping morale and giving relief to people.

6 Animated Series

Shaktimaan: The Animated Series produced by Reliance
Animation was aired on Sonic, a new channel by Viacom
18 in India.[37] A 3D film featuring Shaktimaan was an-
nounced on 24March 2012. Mukesh Khanna who played
the role of Shaktimaan confirmed this. It started airing on
Nickelodeon India from 7 May 2012.[38]

7 Movie

Hamara Hero Shaktimaan was the first film of the series
which was aired on Pogo TV on 30 June 2013.

8 See also
• Shaktimaan Animated

• Space Sheriff Gavan

• Superman
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